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Abstract 

In this article we want to say about the Compton Effect and the Zeeman Effect. 

(Both of them are almost one effect (in the fundament and with considering just the 

refraction proposition of them). We know both of them are about the 

electromagnetism waves (the waves) and some special properties of them. For 

example the Zeeman effect is about the refraction of the magnetic fields (or the 

other made fields by that) of the electromagnetism waves since we put the source 

of that near the source of the magnetic or electrical field (we’ll see the breaking or 

refraction of the wave) and this proposition is possible that the wave refracts to 

some part for example two or three part but we should remember that these effects 

(Zeeman, Compton) aren’t just for the light(the electromagnetism type) and of 

course these proposition are  less about the light (and some part of the light like the '-ray or (-ray or )-ray or….) But it can’t be impossible that these effects be 

correct also about the light. Of course the Compton Effect is depending on the 

angle θ with coefficient *1 + cos /0. 
Now we want to justify that. We can say; if we want to consider the thing’s (or 

waves or the atoms or….) properties we can consider the moving of them and we 

say that when an electron or another thing is turning around the nucleus quickly 

we’ll take a special force that caused it, and now during the moving or after the 

moving we can get a special force and we can with this subject say the reason of 

many effects and now we try to justify simply with this method. For the first time 

this proposition is so easy but we can take this easy proposition as a principle of 

our discussion. 12���� �� 
%%����' 23 
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1. Electromagnetism equations and ∆5 

First of all we write the Maxwell’s equations and then we’ll try to use them for 

calculating the Compton Effect electromagnetically. At the bottom there are the 

Maxwell’s foundation equations: 

6 7 8 9 : ; <=<>                                                                                                                     *10 
6 7 ? 9 +@A@�                                                                                                                       *20 6 7 = 9 B                                                                                                                             *30 6. A 9 0                                                                                                                                 *40 
We are trying to change them to the simple wavy equations with considering the 

motion. So we can get from eq. (3): 6.= 9 CDEFGH                                                                                                                            *50  
Which the (I) is a monotonic distribution coefficient for the electric charge that is 

possible the density of the charge on some places on the surface be less or more. 

So we should consider this coefficient. Of course this coefficient is variable on 

each place at the surface. This proposition isn’t completely correct for the all times 

because after a specific period of time the density will be monotone at the all of the 

surface and we’ll have a monotonic distribution. Since we want to calculate the 

works that are doing on the electric charge (for example an electron or a heap of 

them) so we should write: �J 9 K. �L 9 KM�' ; KN�O ; KP�Q 9 K.=                                                              *60  
Since the = just for the radius or distance or… (Of course with considering (B0) so 

it wasn’t necessary to write �= because the distance of the density is important 

We can extent this equation to a heap of the particles (or the things like electron 

or…) with considering the (∑). So: 
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The (JV) and (JW) are depending to (	). Mathematically: JV X 	V       &     JW X 	W 

And we know that this equation represent the work doing on the electric charge or 

an electron. If we want to concern them to the electromagnetism propositions and 

the Compton Effect we should write the static equations for the matter and then 

also we can assume the matter moving: �J 9 +�Z 9 KM�' ; KN�O ; KP�Q                                                                              *70 
Also we know an electron will move when a force exerted that and consequently 

we’ll take a torque for electron’s turning and we should right it simply: 

��/ 9 L      &      �J 9 [. �/    \        [ 9 + ]Z]^                                                         *80  
And for this we infer that, since the potential; works on the charge is depending to 

the torque so it is depending to the angle making with the basic initial basis point. 

So we rewrite the Gauss’s law: 

_W`?. �� 9 _Wa�J.�' . �� 9 _Wb? 9 c                                                               *90 
Here we took the �J as a constant and it is variable for the other integrals. And on 

the other hand we write for the force: 

FFFF 9 12 `̀̀̀?I �
                                                                                                                *100 
 This equation has proofed in many text books but here for remembering we 

rewrite the abstract of them: 

_W`?e. �� 9 c 

?f 9 ? + ?e 
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_W*?g� ; ?g�0 9 I�          \      ?g 9 I2_W h 

ig 9 I?g 9 `?f I �
 

(The h in the secondary past equation is the vertical vector) 

 From the initial concepts:  

? 9 I_W h     \     ?f 9 12? 

K 9 12`?I�
 

And: 43j*�
0k�K 9 12?I. �� 9 12�J�'. ��                                                                      *110 
(Here the (�
) is the very little radius and the (��) is the very little surface) 

With substituting in the eq. (9): 

c 9 _Wa83j �K�
k 9 _Wa83j �Kl�
Mk ; �
Nk ; �
Pkm                                    *120 
By writing the l�
M, �
N , �
Pm factors according to the (
) we’ll have: (see fig.1) 

c 9 _Wa83j �Kl�
k*cosk / ; sink / ; sinkp0m
9 _Wa83j �Kl�
k*1 ; sinkp0m                                                        *130 

Know we write another equation using from eq. (2): (in this equation we can write 

(c) instead of (�)). And also here we’ll use from these equations: 

Kq cos / 9 @?r@' 9 @Z@'                                                                                             *14 + 
0   
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Ks sin / 9 @?r@O 9 @Z@O                                                                                                *14 + �0 
Kt sinp 9 @?r@Q 9 @Z@Q                                                                                                *14 + u0 
\ *���u� v� u�������� ��� ���u�� u�	%����� �� v� u
� v���� ��� ����w
��w�  �����
� �� ��� %
���
& ����w
��w�. 0 ��:  

6 7 ? 9 +@A@�     \ 6 7 l?M ; ?N ; ?Pm 9  6 7 xKq� ; KN� ; KP� y 9 

 6 7 z �Zcos / �'� {̂ ;  �Zsin / �O� }̂ ;  �Zsinp �Q� ~�� 9 

�x @@'y {̂ ; x @@Oy }̂ ; x @@Qy~�� 7 z �Zcos / �'� {̂ ;  �Zsin / �O� }̂ ;  �Zsinp �Q� ~��
9 1� �z@

�Zsin / �O@' ~�� + z@ �Zsinp �Q@' }̂� + �@ �Zcos / �'@O ~�� ; z@ �Zsinp �Q@O {�̂
; �@ �Zcos / �'@Q }̂� + z@ �Zsin / �O@Q {�̂�
9 1� �{̂ z@

�Zsinp �Q@O + @ �Zsin/ �O@Q � ; }̂ z@ �Zcos / �'@Q + @ �Zsinp �Q@' �
; ~� z@ �Zsin/ �O@' + @ �Zcos / �'@O �� 9 +@A@�                                                                       *14 + �0 

From eq. (6): 
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K 9 �J= 9 �JI�64j2k 9 4j2k*6 7 �J0I� sin*/, p0
9 4j2kI� sin*/, p0 �@�JM@' {̂ ; @�JN@O }̂ ; @�JP@Q ~��
9 + 4j2kI� sin*/, p0 �@�ZM@' {̂ ; @�ZN@O }̂ ; @�ZP@Q ~��                              *150 

Now we can extent it to eq. (14 + �): 

K 9 4j2kI sin*/, p0 �*6 7 ?0M x sin / sinp �Q�Osinp�Q + sin /�Oy ; *6 7 ?0N x sinp cos / �Q�'cos /�' + sinp�Qy; *6 7 ?0P x sin / cos / �'�Osin /�O + cos /�'y�                                                        *160 
Here since we have the derivatives so we ignored the partial derivatives. As we can 

see, if we can analyze the electrons motion (by the polar coordinates), we’ll can 

access to a force which we can justify the other electron or matter’s motion and 

this proposition is correct for the electromagnetism waves. (This proposition is 

correct as this equation) 

K 9 12`?I�
 

And according to the Gauss’s law we have: 

Φ� 9 a? . �� 9aKc . ��                                                                                            *170 
And we can get the (K0 from eq. (10) and concern it to motion. Now in the 

Compton Effect, we write the (∆�) from this proposition; which connect it to the 

moving with the exerted energy and force (to the matter). Since we want to   

consider the motion on the x-axis so have: [Here we take: = 9 ∆� because we will 

see a difference for the wave length and with concerning to the coordinates moving 

and the density (D) we’ll have:] 
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∆� 9 ]JK 9 ]Zq���H�����*67?0�� �������������������������� 9 ]Zq*����]P ��� ^]N0���H� *67?0� ����]P]N 9
+ ]Zq*����]P ���^]N0���H�  �A�¡ ����]P]N 9 + ]Zq*����]P ���^]N0���H�  ]A ����¢�]N 9 + £¤¥¦*����]P ���^]N0���H�  ]A ����¢�]N            *180  
Here since we’re working with a component and it’s (') so we could write the 

derivative of (A) and it wasn’t necessary to write the partial derivative 

On the other hand: 

�A 9 �?u 9 ~c�§u                                                                                                                  *190 
So: ∆�= ulsin/�O+sinp�Qm4j22I sinpwQ�O                                                                                                          (20) 

In this article we try to take the (∆�) from the simply electromagnetic equations.  

As you saw, we arrived to the velocity that we can write (wP0according to the ( wM) 

and this proposition represent that the (∆�) is depending to the velocity of the 

matter. In the new coordinate of the new wave with the new wavelength we’ll 

have: ∆� 9 ∆' 9 ∆w∆� 9 w*1 + cos /0∆�                                                                            *210 
Here we wrote the x-component velocity. 

And the (∆�) is an optional period of time. Here we should take the (∆�) to (�W) 

because it is a little period of time and we want to compare it with the next 

wavelengths. 

So, from eq. (20): [Of course we could write the (wN) instead of (wP) in eq. (18), 

But since we have (sinp) we preferred to write (wP)]   

�W 9 u*sin/�O+sinp�Q04j2kI sinp wP�O 9 u. ��*sin/�O+sinp�Q04j2kI sinp �Q�O   \   
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lim>ªW ∆� 9 �W 4j2kI sinp �Q�Ou*sin /�O+sinp�Q0                                                                             *220 
With substituting in eq. (21): 

∆� 9 wu �W 4j2
kI sinp �Q�O*sin/�O+sinp�Q0 *1 + cos /0                                                           *230 

We could write: A 9 «W8                                                                                                                              *240 
And arrive to the different equations according to ∆� but we chose this way. In this 

article we consider the initial and fundamental things about Zeeman Effect and 

didn’t consider the magnetic equations. 

2. The extra force for scattering 

Here in this part we’ll try to take the electromagnetically equations of encountering 

by considering the momentums and angular velocities and… of beating. 

If we want to talk about the wave (electromagnetism) electromagnetically, we can 

say when the electromagnetism ray is passing a place, that place, will get an effect 

from the wave because we know the electromagnetism wave makes the electrical 

and magnetic fields and they are the effectual fields for around. We know that it’s 

possible there will be many other particles or other small matters there when we’re 

sending the waves. So we know that the particles are moving and they exert the 

little or small force to each other and we consider that this force was about the 

electron’s motion, or in the usual; since the electrons are moving, they got and will 

get an energy and force from around. Now we can say when we take for example 

some strips of the electromagnetism waves and they can be near each other so all 

of them make the electromagnetism fields and we can see that these waves will 

meddle each other and we can say it; the particles interference of the waves. An 

electromagnetism wave can make a force by its moving (Refer to appendix 2) and 

it is a clear proposition which it caused from making the fields. So we can talk 

about the forces instead of the fields or the energy and we can accept it as a 

principle (If we prefer). It is possible which in some where of the strips the forces 
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interference to each other and it will make a positive interference or for example 

the negative interference. As you see we can calculate this theorem by the easily 

wave’s fields about interference but with this difference that we should talk about 

the force. We know that these forces have come from the moving of the wave. For 

example we consider that the wave equations are: ' 9 � cos*¬� ; 0        &        O 9 � sin*¬� ; 0                                                 *250 
Now we want to consider when a wave for example encounters to another thing 

like materials or something else or even the other waves. We know that we should 

take the momentum of the wave and matter after and before or some times during 

the encountering that they’re constant (But for the waves we should calculate the 

momentum electromagnetically).So we have: (but here we should consider that the 

wave’s velocity is constant but we write them for accessing to the force) %® ; %¯ 9 %®́ ; %¯́                                                                                                        *260 
We know: 

± 9 �%��   \ ² �%³
³U 9 ±² ��>

W  \   % + %W 9 ±�                                                      *270 
% 9 ±� ; %W   \ *���� v� �
w�0  % 9 %́® ; %́¯ &  %W 9 %® ; %¯   \ %® ; %¯ ; ±� 9 %́® ; %́¯                                                             *280 
You saw that here we could get a good correctly sentence that is depending to (F & 

t). Here we’re talking about the waves (electromagnetism) and it’s important for us 

that there is a force depending to the time (Of course during the encountering and 

from matter to the wave and from the wave’s motion). In the easily classical effects 

we can’t consider the (Ft) because it isn’t important for us and also it’s very little 

but when we want to talk about the particles (making the things or alone) we can 

consider the (Ft). For the (x) we’ll have: 	®'́® ;	¯'́® ; ±� 9 	́®'́®f ; 	́¯'́f̄                                                                   *290 
If we want to calculate it classically and in the electromagnetically by the waves 

we should consider another or correctly sentence for the (	®) and we can take it 

from the ��O����µ vector because we’re talking about the specifics of the waves 
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and if we want to calculate electromagnetically we should consider the (	®) like 

the pointing vector (because exactly it is for the waves). So we have: 

�¶ 9 1«W l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m                                                                                                                 *300 
And we will have: (for taking the electromagnetism mass we should consider the 

density of the waves) 

B�¶ 9 ¹ºU  l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m                                                                                                              *310   
And with substituting in eq. (5): 	® 9 	́® B'́®«W  l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m ; 	¯'́® ; ±� 9 B'́®f«W *�f·¶ 7 f̧·¶0 ; 	́¯'́f̄                                          *320 
And we know: (From an electromagnetism equation) 

�·¶ 9 u ·̧¶ 
We have used this formula, in eq. (19) by the differential because it was necessary 

there but here we want to use it without differential because we’re working on the 

large and special system and it isn’t necessary for us to do this. In the eq. (19) we 

could write this formula with differential because the light or electromagnetism’s 

velocity is constant and it doesn’t mean taking the differential of that.   

So if we want to write it from vectors, we’ll have: 

�l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m 9 u. �* ·̧¶ 7 ¸0····¶ 9 0   \   �·¶ 7 ·̧¶ 9 u���� *�� 
 �%�u�
& ���&�0      *330 
And: B'́®«W  . *u����0 ; 	¯'́® ; ±� 9 B'́®f«W . *u����0 ; 	́¯'́f̄  

Here we didn’t ignore the 
¹Ḿ»ºU  l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m because the differential of that is zero and 

also we can write a diagonal matrix for that and consider for example the 
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( '  ��  O  ��   Q ) components and write a zero diagonal matrix for the other 

components  for example when we’re calculating the (') component we can take 

the (O & Q) components equal to zero or even we can sometimes don’t complete the 

diameter of the matrix and of course we should know the condition effects for 

doing this work. The meaning: 

¼ � ½ ~0 Ņ 00 0 P̧¼   \  ¾� ½ ~0 Ņ 00 0 0¾ 9 0                                                                            *340 
But here we wrote the matrixes which inferred; we can write the matrix that 

doesn’t change to zero or unchangeable (like the first matrix (34)). 

So we prefer to substitute the (u����) instead of zero (but of course the differential 

is zero). From eq. (9) we have: 

�·¶ 7 ·̧¶ 9 u����  ¿   �·¶¯ sin*~' + ¬�0 7 ·̧¶̄ sin*~' + ¬�09 sink*~' + ¬�0* �·¶̄ 7 ·̧¶̄ 0 9 u����                                                *350 
Here we take the (~) as a coefficient of changing the (') .Of course we wrote �·¶ 9 u ·̧¶ at the before and this equation is correct for the (�¯  &  ¸¯0but if we want 

to have the other (� & ¸) we can take them equal with (�¯  &  ¸¯0  but we know 

we should talk about the (�>À>ÁÂ). Now because the (�¯) at the first has made with 

flawing electrical source here we can’t use from this formula: 

� 9 ~c�k     &   �·¶ 9 ~c�k  �Ã                                                                                                  *360 
Because in fact we don’t have really two ions for electrical absorption and here the 

first force and field is more important. So we write: 

�·¶¯ 9 Ä¯ 9 �Φ��    *±
�
�
OÅ� &
v0                                                                           *370  
And we know: 

¸¯ 9 ±̄1�   *���� ��� *10������ �� ��� &��µ�� 
� 
� ���� &��µ��0                  *380 
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But this formula is correct when the (�¯ &  ¸¯  &  � ) be perpendicular that 

fortunately in the electromagnetism waves is true. By substituting these in eq. (35) 

we’ll have: 

sink*~' + ¬�0 ��Φ···¶�� 7 ±¶̄1�� 9 u����                                                                           *390 
If here we don’t say that �]Æ···¶]> 7 Ç¶ÈÉÊ � is zero we can arrive to the good products. 

Now we write the eq. (34) as a matrix. 

���H*ËM Ì>0ÉÊ  ÍÍ � ½ ~]Æ�]> ]Æ�]> ]Æ�]>]³�]> ]³�]> ]³�]>
ÍÍ 9 ���H*ËM Ì>0ÉÊ 1{̂lΦ́N%́P + Φ́P%́Nm ; }̂lΦ́P%́M +

Φ́M%́P0 ; ~�*Φ́M%́N + Φ́N%́M)                                                                           (40 + 
) 

Know we can see that in the Compton & Zeeman Effects when the wave involves 

with a matter or even another wave (electromagnetism) we infer a difference 

between Φ & % that we can write the (%) as this: % 9 	w 9 	�¬́       \  ¬́9 %	� *v� ���� v���� ��� ¬́ ��� ���Å� �
~��µ 	���
~� �� v��� ¬ ��� �'
	%&�  
�� ��� sin*~' + ¬�00.                                                                                             *40 + �0 
We can take the (Φ) from this equation. For this, we should solve the matrix for % 

(by taking the integral of some part of that.) 

But we choose the easily way: (in the vertical direction) �Φ�� 7 ±̄1� 9 �Φ�� ±̄1� sin 90 9 11� �Φ�� �%�� 9 u����                                                       *410 
That gives us: (here we don’t consider the (1) and until now we considered that 

because it was about the length and we want to take it a unit length) 

�Φ 9 Î� �� ���% 9 Î ���±     *Î 9 u����0                                                                       *420 
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Of course here we could take an integration by part (but if we consider the (��) s 

separate from each other). If we take  � 9 u����  we’ll have: (that almost always 

the (�) is const) 

�Φ 9 Î �c±¶   \  Φ···¶
9 Î c±¶  *��� ��� �c�
& u�������� �� ��u�������µ  �� ����������u��µ v�   ����&� �
~� ±¶ 9 u����0                                                                                                                         *430 

Here we should consider the devices of eq. (43) electromagnetically (for example c 

as a density of the electrical fields be exerting force.) 

But here these are good when   � 9 u����  and we consider when the force cause 

to motion and the motion cause the making (of course it was from before forces) 

the force (for protecting the momentums as a constant). From this, we can write 

(¬): (By using from eq. (40 + �) 

¬··¶ 9 Î c�	�Φ···¶                                                                                                                        *440 
Here we could get the general (¬) in the Compton Effect and in the past articles we 

could take the ( ¬ ) for the specifics of the particles in the atom and 

electromagnetically specifics and both of them depend to each other.  

Since the moving of the electromagnetism wave isn’t just in special direction, it is 

possible that the direction of the waves turn around the main axis. The 

transformation (40 + 
) is better than the recently equations. In equation (44) we 

can see that the (¬ &Î) are depending to each other and possibly the (Î) and its 

coefficients depend to ¬ for the Compton Effect and ¬ for the atom and simply 

electromagnetism specifics. 

For correcting the (c) to the electromagnetic and vector way we should write: 

�·¶ 9 ~c�ÏÐk\ *��� u������µ ��� �
��&O v
O v� u�
�µ� l�ÏÐm�� *�0��u
��� �� �����Å� 
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u�
�µ� ��� w
&�� �� ��
�0 \  �·¶ 9 ÑEFÒÓÃH 9 Ô¶ºUÕ·¶  \ c 9 4j_À�·¶�k 9EFÒÓºUÃHÔ¶Õ·¶                                                                                                                              (45) 

We know that: (from Maxwell’s transformation) (for the spherical matter and as 

the usual) 

u k 9 _À«W    \    c 9 4j�k�¶uk ·̧¶ 9 4j�k�¶u�·¶ 9 �¶�u�·¶                                                         *460 
That gives us: 

¬ 9 Î �¶��	�uΦ�·¶ 9 Î �¶��	�ul� ·̧¶ cos Öm�·¶ 9 Î �¶�	�ul�·¶. ·̧¶m 
\ *��� ���  u�	%�����*'0 ��u������
�� 0 \ ¬ 9  Î �¶�	'ul�·¶. ·̧¶m              *470 
At the before we calculated the (¬) for the Φ and now we calculated the (¬) for 

the %�O�����µ vector and (� & ¸ & �). If the second thing will be a matter we put 

the (	) in this equation but if will be another wave we can write: (as we did in this 

article): B�¶ 9 	®  so we’ll have (for encountering two waves) 

¬M 9 �¶MÎ�lB�¶Mm'ul�·¶M. ·̧¶Mm 9 Î �B'ul�M····¶. M̧····¶m                                                                    *480 
As you see we can get the (¬) in many ways and systems but we try to get it as the 

all: 

¬>À>ÁÂ 9 ×¬Mk ;¬Nk ;¬Pk 9 Î�	uØ �¶Mk'kl�M····¶. M̧····¶mk ; �¶NkOkl�N····¶. Ņ····¶mk ; �¶PkQkl�P····¶. P̧····¶mk 
9 Î�	uØÙ²l������ �� *v��� %�v�� 20m* 1'§O§Q§  ∑ �ÏkÏ∑ l�·¶Ï . ·̧¶Ïmk§W 0Ú  
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*1�3������ �� u�	%������0                                                                               *490 
Here since the (	) gives us a special consequent so we took it out of the radical. 

(Because the (B) is a constant.) 

Since for the tensor we have: (also we could get the tensor of (� & � & ¸)  

'́Û 9S@'ÛVD®@'ÁÀÂ] 'Á   \ *
� ��� 
&&0 \ '́
9 S @'VD®@'ÁÀÂ] 'Á 9 @'́@' Ü ; @'́@O Ý                                                          *500  

We used the tensor in eq. (49). 

And we didn’t calculate the 
<Ḿ<N because they are different and just calculated the 

main axis and since they have the partial derivative we should take an integral at 

the all and since after the partial derivative there is the main components 

(' & O& Q) we should divide the all integral to (xyz) (at the all) and since we had at 

the before; 
ÉMHNHPH so we infer 

ÉM¦N¦P¦ and we’ll have at the all: 

¬>À>ÁÂ
9 Î�u ∑ 	ÏÏ  S �Ø²l������ �� *v��� %�v�� 20mÙ 1'§O§Q§  ∑ �ÏkÏ∑ l�Þ···¶. Þ̧···¶mk§W Ú   �Ï    *510 
And this equation is for all of the matters which we want to calculate the sum of 

the ��O����µ vector. 

And for the waves: 

¬>À>ÁÂ 9 ×¬Mk ;¬Nk ;¬Pk

9 Î�BuØ� 1'kl�M····¶. M̧····¶mk ; 1Okl�N····¶. Ņ····¶mk ; 1Qkl�P····¶. P̧····¶mk�                                                *520 
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When we want to talk about the many electromagnetism waves that are 

encountering each other we should just get the sum of the B (of course when the 

waves are stable).But when the waves aren’t stable we should calculate the 

correctly sentence(s) which one of them is curl of the expressions in the 

parentheses and we should put the curl equal with zero and calculate the correctly 

sentences by solving the curl as a matrix which depend to the ('  &  O  &  Q  &  u) 

and then multiple the correctly classical sentence to the parentheses. 

By the first observing in eq. (47) we say that we can put ß (in the perpendicular 

position) instead of (	�u) but in fact this saying is wrong because now we’re 

talking about the encountering between a material and a pulse of the 

electromagnetism wave. Here the (	) is for the material and the (u) is the velocity 

of the electromagnetism waves and these are two different things and we can’t 

make a communication between them. But if the material will have a special 

moving with a special velocity we can add the (w) (for example) next to the (	�u) 

and we’ll have:(of course with considering the encountering we should add w 

because it will change the ¬ and it doesn’t injure to any other theory because we’re 

talking about the encountering and we should consider that a force is exerting for 

example on a matter and with this idea continue to the discussion and we know 

when we’re considering the force of the electromagnetism wave we should add 

it(the velocity of that) to another parts)  

¬ 9 Î �¶��	�uΦ�·¶ ; 	�w¶Φ�·¶ 9 Î �¶��	�*u ; w¶0l� ·̧¶ cosÖm�·¶ 9 Î ��···¶	�*u ; w¶0l�·¶. ·̧¶m *530 
Of course here we shouldn’t get it wrong from relativity principle that says us the 

light velocity’s is unit and constant from all of the systems. No, this equation 

doesn’t say it us. This equation says us that when the light is falling and 

encountering to the matter we should take the sum of two velocities (if the matter 

be in a moving condition) and it is correct while that principle says us that when 

we want to calculate the (w) and (u) separately; we should get the (u) as a constant 

and it isn’t necessary that we consider and calculate (w ) but now the (w ) is 

important for us and we need it and also the matter is moving and we don’t want to 

calculate the velocity of the light when it’s passing the matter with velocity(w)(not 

as the before).We told that when we say (	�u)  isn’t the angular momentum know 
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that we have (w) and this velocity is depending to the matter; we can take that 

equal with ß or angular momentum but this is correct when the axis p and r be 

perpendicular to each other because (sin 90=1) and fortunately this is correct for 

the electromagnetisms fields and axes. So we can infer simply: 

¬ 9 Î �¶��	�uΦ�·¶ ; ß·¶Φ�·¶9 Î �¶��	�ul� ·̧¶ cos Öm�·¶ ; ß·¶ cos Ö � ·̧¶�·¶                                                                          *540  \ *
 ��
�����	
���� ��� ��� 
&&  
�µ&��0  \ 

¬ 9 Î �¶�	�ul�·¶. ·̧¶m ; *%¶. �0 ·̧¶�·¶     l���u� / 9 90 �� v� �
w� ß·¶
9 %� sin 90 9%�m                                                                                     *550 

Classically we should accept this equation but in the relativity we can say it by 

another way but this method, here, isn’t so good because we don’t consider the 

moving of that but if we want to write it’s to this way will have: (for the high 

energy) ∆�Ë 9 ∆	uk  ¿ *���� 	�
�� ��� ��� u�
�µ�� v
w��*�����µ ��� ��u�������µ00 ¿ ∆	9 	¯ +	® 9 	 + B�¶ \ 	 9 ∆�Ëuk ; B�¶                                                               *560 
So we’ll infer: (for the encountering between the matter and wave) 

¬ 9 Î �¶��� ∆�Ëu ; B�u�¶� l�·¶. ·̧¶m ; *%¶. �0 ·̧¶�·¶                                                                  *570 
Here we want to know the kinetic energy. If we consider which the light exerts a 

force and has an energy we can get it easily from the classical laws. By this, we 

can take the (¬) depending to the*∆�Ë) and when we want to say this equation 

from the electromagnetically, it isn’t necessary that use from this way and we can 

get the energies and vectors from the ��O����µ vector (and the classical or the 

Compton Effect transformations in this article). Easily and classically way we can 
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write ( B�¶) instead of the (	) and: (of course for encountering or even interference 

between the two waves)  
¬ 9 Î �¶�B�¶�ul�·¶. ·̧¶m ; *%¶. �0 ·̧¶�·¶ 9 Î �B�ul�·¶. ·̧¶m ; *%¶. �0 ·̧¶�·¶9 l�·¶ ·̧¶m É �B�u cos Ö ; *%¶. �0
9 l�·¶ ·̧¶m ÉcosÖ �B�u ; 	�k/́                                                                                                     *580
9 l�·¶ ·̧¶m ÉcosÖ �B�u ; ß·¶  *��� ���� *
µ
��0��� % 
�� � 
�� ����� %��%����u�&
�  %�������� 
�� ���� ���½�u� �� 
&v
O� u����u� 
���� ��� �&�u���	
µ�����	  v
w��. 0                                                                                                                (59) 

In eq. (58) we talked about the kinetic energy but it isn’t completely correct that 

here we used from that, because the (	) is for matter and the (u) is the light 

velocity and it’s better which we don’t use it, but when all of the energy of the 

wave, penetrate to the matter (in the involving) we can use it and also we can use 

from the classical laws because here the matter doesn’t move with velocity (u) or 

in the other word the light velocity. Eq. (58) gives us the (¬) directly to depending 

on the (� & ¸). Again we can write eq. (35) to this way for three dimensions: 

¬>À>ÁÂ 9 ×¬Mk ;¬Nk ;¬Pk

9 Øl�·¶M M̧····¶m kcosk Ö �klB�u ; ß·¶Mmk ; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m kcosk Ö �klB�u ; ß·¶Nmk ; l�·¶P P̧····¶m kcosk Ö �klB�u ; ß·¶Pmk            *600 
We substitute *1 + sink Ö0instead of the (cosk Ö) and write: 
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¬>À>ÁÂ
9 � l�·¶M M̧····¶m k*1 + sink Ö0 �k�*B�u0k ; ßM····¶k ; 2B�ußM····¶� ; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m k*1 + sink Ö0 �k�*B�u0k ; ßN····¶k ; 2B�ußN·········¶�
; l�·¶P P̧····¶m k*1 + sink Ö0 �k�*B�u0k ; ßP····¶k ; 2B�ußP····¶��

Ék                                                                                                                                                                *610
9 � � l�·¶M M̧····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Mmk + **B�u sin Ö0k ; *%¶M 7 �M0k ; 2B�u*%¶M 7 �M0 sin Ö0
; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Nmk + �*B�u sin Ö0k ; l%¶N 7 �Nmk ; 2B�ul%¶N 7 �Nm sin Ö�
; l�·¶P P̧····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Nmk + �*B�u sin Ö0k ; l%¶N 7 �Nmk ; 2B�ul%¶N 7 �Nm sin Ö��

Ék                                                                                                         *620 
We could see that with this method we can arrive to the all the angular momentums 

and it doesn’t depend on the angle and is correct for all of the angles and here will 

show it with *à¶). Also if we pay attention (a little) we can accept that the *B) 

depend to its coordinate place; so we’ll have: B sinÖ 9 BN                                                                                                                       *630 
And we’ll infer clearly: ¬>À>ÁÂ
9 �� l�·¶M M̧····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Mmk + �BNk�kuk ; àM····¶k ; 2�uBNàM····¶�
; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Nmk + �BNk�kuk ; àN····¶k ; 2�uBNàN····¶�
; l�·¶P P̧····¶m klB�u ; ß·¶Pmk + �BNk�kuk ; àP····¶k ; 2�uBNàP····¶��

Ék                                                        *640 
And we know that: 
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[¶Ã 9 �à¶��  �Ã 9 ��¬��   *���� v� �µ���� ���  �Ã  ��u
��� �� �� �� ¬ �O ����&�09 �¬́ ; ¬� ́
Since in the stable electromagnetism waves the � 9 u���� so we’ll have: 

[¶Ã 9 �¬́ 9 �Ö 9 à¶́   \ ²�Ö �� 9 ²� à¶   \  à¶ 9 �Ö�                                        *650 
�Ö� 9 à¶́� á * 
w��
µ�&O 
�� ��� ��� 
&&0[¶Ã� 9 à¶                                              *660 
And it is an important subject because we can consider that when we take  

( � 9 u���� ) and ( Ö = u����
��0  (that both of them are correct about the 

electromagnetism wave) we’ll can find the all [¶Ã depend on à¶. Now we put the 

results in eq. (64) and: 

¬>À>ÁÂ
9 � � l�·¶M M̧····¶m k*B�u ; 	'kÖ́0k + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶M�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶M�0m
; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m k*B�u ; 	OkÖ́0k + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶N�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶N�0m
; l�·¶P P̧····¶m k*B�u ; 	QkÖ́0k + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶P�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶P�0mÚ

Ék                                                            *670 
As you see we could get the*[) depending to the (¬). But this equation is about two matters (of 

course we got the *B0 beating between two waves but here again we inferred (	) and for that 

we’re talking about the waves we should write it as the poynting vector but we told that when the 

wave is encountering to material; the force and energy are making, and we can consider the mass 

of a thing and it wont cause to make difference between two times(of doing this work)) and if we 

want to write it as an electromagnetism equation we can write: 
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¬>À>ÁÂ
9 � � l�·¶M M̧····¶m klB*�u ; �M····¶'kÖ́0mk + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶M�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶M�0m
; l�·¶N Ņ····¶m klB*�u ; �N····¶OkÖ́0mk + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶N�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶N�0m
; l�·¶P P̧····¶m klB*�u ; �P···¶QkÖ́0mk + lBNk�kuk ; *[¶P�0k ; 2�uBN*[¶P�0m�

Ék                                                           *680 
So you see that we can get the*�¶) depend on the (¬). We get the ( Γ) from this 

way: (for taking easy eq. (44)) 

Γ 9 �Bl�u ; �¶'2Ö́m�2 + xBO2�2u2 ; *[¶�02 ; 2�uBO*[¶�0y                                                        *690 

So we will have: ¬>À>ÁÂ9 �ã 1l�·¶M ·̧¶MmkäM ; 1l�·¶N ·̧¶NmkäN ; 1l�·¶P ·̧¶åmkäå                                                                 *700 
We know that: 

l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m 9 �·¶ ·̧¶ sin Ö 9 �¶«W  \ l�·¶ ·̧¶mk 9 l�¶«W mksink Ö  

So we’ll have: 

ωçèçéê 9 � sin α«W ã 1�¶MkΓì ; 1�¶NkΓí ; 1�¶PkΓî
9 �«W ïã 1�¶MkΓì ; 1�¶NkΓí ; 1�¶PkΓî

··················································¶ð
³DÃ³DV]ÏñòÂÁÃ

                                                                                    *710 
This equation is a very good and useful equation. And also we can make a 

communication between the (¬0 in the atom and (¬0 here. Remember that at the 

before we tried to get a communication coefficient for two (¬)s but there were the 
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other coefficient like the (Φ & B & � & �0 and know we try to get the constant 

between two (¬)s by a directly way and get for example the *ó0 as the constant and 

rewrite again: 

¬®Á¢D 9 ó ¬Á>À¯  \ �«W ïã 1�¶MkΓì ; 1�¶NkΓí ; 1�¶PkΓî
··················································¶ð

³DÃ³DV]ÏñòÂÁÃ9 ó*456603773.90                                                                                                         *720 
That the recently number is for the general (¬) in the hydrogen atom that we took 

it in the past article with the special method .So since we told that in the Hydrogen 

atom and it has just one energy balance and we want to get this formula for all of 

the matters we should add the ô  parameter that depends to the uncertainly 

principle but here we know the wave direction and electron or other particles 

circuits and the ô is in fact the correctly parameter and in the different circuits it’s 

possible that changes with one or many coefficient(s). So we write: 

¬®Á¢D 9 óô ¬Á>À¯  \ 1«W ïã 1�¶MkΓì ; 1�¶NkΓí ; 1�¶PkΓî
··················································¶ð

³DÃ³DV]ÏñòÂÁÃ9 óô*456603773.90                                                                                                       *730 
 

Until now we were talking about the electrical and magnetic specifics of the 

electromagnetism waves but now we want to talk about gravitational particulars of 

that and until now we calculated the equations without considering the gravity 

force at the encountering time. Now we want to consider that. We told that when 

the wave is moving can create the energy and a force. It is possible that these 

forces do absorption to each other and give an interference effect and it cause that 

direction of wave want to change its axis. If we want to don’t say it for force and 

say it for the energy also we can say that the interference energy and this 

interference energy can cause that the ray will change its axis. Of course it is 

possible that this interference energy, if energy of the two things will be equal and 

in the opposite direction doesn’t work because they aren’t  equal with themselves 

and in fact these energies are the internal energies and usually they are to 
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challenging with each other for their value. We know that when we want to 

consider a wave is beating to another thing we should consider a f(x) for that 

because it is moving and we need to get the function of the (x) because with this 

we can get the phase angle and (~') and the domain and it is so good. Because for 

moving the particles in the atom and moving the waves we don’t know certainly 

place of them (that’s simple thing).We should write the correction equation for the 

(f(x)) and in the past article we did it and with the uncertainly principle we have: 

ôõk�*'0 9 12ôõk ��' �∑ 	DÏ ;	³ÏÏ∑ 	DÏ . 	³ÏÏ �                                                                            *740 
That this equation is about the particles in the atom that here we got average of the 

(me & mp).But here we need it about the waves and we can write: (for the wave & 

matter)          	D   \   B�¶  &  	³ \	                                                                      *750 
That these are simple because we at the before calculated these and considered 

them. We write the expression (ôõk�*'00 in the eq. (74) to this way:*�*'00ö for 

changing to the simple way of the calculation of the equations. We know that in 

fact the �*'0  converts to (G) because when we are talking about the gravity 

between two forces we should consider and calculate the (G) in all of the circuits 

and things like materials or particles. If we write these equations we can take (G) 

and we can get it from the past article and we arrived to the Fourier theorem and 

we have: (of course it was a part about theô) 

÷Á¢D 9 1[ ²14ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �
9  1[ ²
W�' ; 
É cos¬� �' ; 
k cos 2¬� �' ; 
§ cos 3¬� �' ;ø; 
V cos �¬� �' ;ø; �É sin¬� �' ; �k sin 2¬� �' ; �§ sin 3¬� �' ;ø; �V sin �¬� �'                                                                                                                 *760  
And we have written it about the waves. We have: 

± 9 +÷ù	�k  
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And it is between two matters and here for the waves we should consider the %�O����µ vector and density. So we’ll have: 

±¶ 9 +÷B�¶	�k l�ÏÐm                                                                                                            *770 
And with putting the (G) we’ll have: 

±¶ 9 +B	[�k ú²�¶4ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �û
9 + B	«W[�k  ú² l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �û                                        *780 
And we could infer that the (±) depend to  l�·¶& ·̧¶m and also we have: (for energy) 

±¶ cos / 9 @�·¶DV>@�   \   ±¶ 9 6·¶ 
So we can get the (V) or the (�ÊV>) from this and we have: 

·¶ 9 ±¶6··¶ 9 �{̂ @±¶@' ; }̂ @±¶@O ; ~� @±¶@Q�        
And we have for example (r=x & y & z) and we’ll have: (here we calculated the 

vector way → (� 9 '¶ ; O¶ ; Q¶) 
±¶
9 +ü B	«W['k  ú² l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï .	ÏÏ �û
; B	«W[Ok  ú² l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ sink �jO& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï .	ÏÏ �û
; B	«W[Qk  ú² l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ sink �jQ& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �ûý                                         *790 

If we want to solve integral (79) we should take by the part integration from that 

and it is: 
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²l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï .	ÏÏ �
9 ²l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m4 ôk̄ l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m sink �j'& � �∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �
;²�∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï . 	ÏÏ �ôk̄4  � �l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m sink �j'& �                                *800 

That the second sentence that’s an integral that’s: 

þ x∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� yöÈHE � �sink VFMÂ � 9 öÈHE l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m sink VFMÂ x∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� y                                              *810  
And here the *ô¯) is constant because it is the maximum and has just one value. 

So eq. (79) changes to: 

 ±¶ 9 +� k¹¯ºU�MH öÈHE l�·¶M 7 ·̧¶Mm sink VFMÂ  x∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� y ; k¹¯ºU�NH öÈHE l�·¶N 7 ·̧¶Nm sink VFNÂ  x∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� y ;
k¹¯ºU�PH öÈHE l�·¶P 7 ·̧¶Pm sink VFPÂ  x∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� y�                                                                                            *820 
Since l�·¶ 7 ·̧¶m 9 u���� we’ll have: 

·¶ 9 �{̂ @±¶@' ; }̂ @±¶@O ; ~� @±¶@Q�
9 {̂ �Ù∑ B�··¶�;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� Ú l�·¶M 7 ·̧¶Mmôk̄ B	«W['§ 2j�& sin �j'& �
; }̂ �Ù∑ B�··¶� ;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� Ú l�·¶N 7 ·̧¶Nmôk̄ B	«W[O§ 2j�& sin �jO& �
; ~� ú�∑ B�¶Ï ;	ÏÏ∑ B�¶Ï. 	ÏÏ � l�·¶P 7 ·̧¶Pmôk̄ B	«W[Q§ 2j�& sin �jQ& û                                       *830 

 ·¶ 9 2j Ù∑ B�··¶� ;	��∑ B�··¶�.	�� Úô	2 B	«0[�& � 1'3  sin�j'& ; 1O3  sin�j'& ; 1Q3  sin�j'& �              *840 
The expression (2j) shows us the (2j �
�) and it says us that we should talk about 

them in the radians system. The equation (84) is important because gives us the ·¶ 
depend on the *&0and we can take our experimental length and calculate the ·¶.  
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[Since we in this article used from some important equations from the other 

articles we wrote they again here for remembering] 

 

Appendixes (some parts of article 1 & 4 and additional 

explain promised during the article) 

1. Articles 

4 

For the other unit vectors we can use from this method to the other ways and we 

get a vector answer. Now from eq.28 we have: 

�*'0 9 Ék ]]M x∑ ¯��¯�∑ ¯�.¯� y                                                                                                 *320  
Know we want to enter the ô  in these equations: (because the f(x) depend to 

the ô0: 
ôõk�*'0 9 12ôõk ��' �∑ 	DÏ ;	³ÏÏ∑ 	DÏ . 	³ÏÏ �                                                                            *330 
We know that the (ôõk0 is a correctly sentence. So because we want to take this 

equation from easily way, we take *ôõk�*'0 9 *�*'00ö0 and we have: 

l�*'0mö0 9 12ôõk ��' �∑ 	DÏ ;	³ÏÏ∑ 	DÏ . 	³ÏÏ � 

And we know that: 
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l�*'0mö0 9 14ôk̄ sink �j'& ��' �∑ 	DÏ ;	³ÏÏ∑ 	DÏ . 	³ÏÏ �                                                       *340 
From the Fourier theorem that(x=f(t))  now we take  f(x)  instead of the  f(t)  

because we have: 

² �*'0�'�
W     
�� v�Å&& �
w�  ² �*[0�' + ²�*00�' 9 ²�*[0�'                 *350 

And we find f(τ) or f(t) so we write �*'0 and write :(because the particles have a 

period for turning) �*'0 9 
W ; 
É cos¬� ; 
k cos 2¬� ; 
§ cos 3¬� ; ø; 
V cos �¬� ;ø; �É sin¬� ; �k sin 2¬� ; �§ sin 3¬� ;ø; �V sin �¬�              *360 
That is for the particles. We get the 
V and �V from this method: 


V 9 2[ ² �*'0 cos �¬� �'    �
W                                                                                         *370 

�V 9 2[ ² �*'0 sin �¬� �'                                                                                            �
W  *380 

And we have: 

÷Á¢D 9 1[ ² �*'0�'�
W \ ÷ 9 1[ ²14ôk̄ sink �j'& � �∑ 	DÏ ;	³ÏÏ∑ 	DÏ . 	³ÏÏ �                   *390 

÷Á¢D 9 1[ ²
W�' ; 
É cos¬� �' ; 
k cos 2¬� �' ; 
§ cos 3¬� �' ;ø; 
V cos �¬� �' ;ø; �É sin¬� �' ; �k sin 2¬� �'; �§ sin 3¬� �' ;ø; �V sin �¬� �'                                               *400 
And from this method we can get G or Gave or correctly G in the atom between the 

particles and nucleus. But we should put numbers in the parameters of these 

equations. For example we want to calculate these equations for nth circuit or on 

the nth circuit. 
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1 

We want to extent equation (14) to the torque of the electron. For this we 

remember equation 6 that also have inferred the angular momentum classically. 

It’s important in our calculating here that consider a system that has the particulars 

of electron and proton (both of them) because as have spoken in this article a force 

enter to the proton (of gravity and electrical) and also a force enter to electron from 

proton in opposite direction than the electron to proton. So we write that: (we get 
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Here we wrote the derivative of the momentums (angular and leaner) of the proton 

and electron in a system. Now we want to calculate the partially derivative of them 

because they are too small and this derivative is better than and is good for 

considering the differential of the proton and electron. So we’ll have:  

@[ 9 @ß	³@w ; ; 	D@w                                                                                                   *160 
Now also we calculate the partial derivative. The (�ß) because is too small and it 

should be constant at all of the circuit about proton and electron (because we have: ±D,D¢DÃN³ÂÁñD =±³,D¢DÃN³ÂÁñD ) so we now that a number that its derivative is itself is 

(e) and we can write: [ X e   

2@[ 9 1 &�2 w. � , �  �2 &�2 w, % , �3	³�w ; 	D�w                                                                                *170 
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The power of τ here was 2 because the force of power (likely the*� 7 ±)) enter 

from to direct. Here for numbering calculating we add the (��) to the issue of the 

(	³�w): 

@[ 9 1lnk*w, �, �0  �k lnk*w, %, �0 3�	³  � �w��¢� ; 	D  � �w��¢�� 9                                                                            
ÏV¢ÀÏñD1¯�1¢¡ *����00 � ¯� *¢¡ *����0033   9 ÏV¢ÀÏñD1¢¡*¯�� ¯�03                                                            *180   w> X � w>  ª *v� �
~�0 ª w 

Here we could proof that when we want to take the differential of the moving of 

electron and moving of the proton we can consider (v) not (�w) and we have 

(
¢]¢ 9 É]>0 because the (v) and (t) have some communications between them self 

and we for getting the (��) should divide the �w  on the v because we want to find 

the dt that is so little and the v is big and again the �w is so little and when we 

divide them we can arrive to the little parameter. So for the ∂τ we have: 

@[ 9  1lnk¢,D,>  �k  lnk*w, %, �0 31w *	³ ; 	¢03  ª   @[ 9 3.55001.2 7 *0.511ù�w ; 938ù�w0  9  3.550011.2 7 *938.51103 9 0.0031521562                                                                          *190 
As you saw in this article we could two important constants. One of them is 

equation 13 about (ω) and another one is this equation (19) that’s about (∂τ). In 

fact these equations are the roots of my theory and we could calculate them. Now 

write them again here: ��� u���� *¬0    ª     456603773.9   *u	2/�0                                                  (13) ��� u���� *@[0  ª      0.0031521562 *1/ù�w0                                                 (19)  
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2. Additional explain 

Here we want to talk about the justification of the proposition says us “when a 

things is turning it can cause a force making and energy making”. 

For this we can justify by many reasons: 

1 .We can consider the simple unit system have made with just a matter or another 

thing. Consider, we exert a force on that and the matter begins to moving. As the 

Newton’s first law we will see that the thing continues to its direction and it is 

stable for the always (in fact, with perfect conditions for example with out the 

friction or any other external force like gravity or …).now we consider this subject 

with the critical observing and ask this question: why should do this event? Of 

course this proposition is a law or a principle but we can critic it for reaching to a 

system of matters. So we answer: 

Because we should consider that when for example a matter finished a special 

distance, since at the first to at the end, the force was producing by the moving and 

that’s because we want to have the initial force (as the Newton’s law)by this way: 

The thing by its moving charge and save the force and for this we can arrive to this 

subject: 

The force and motion are depending on each other in a unit close system 

Of course we will arrive to this proposition which the past sentence says us but for 

a system of the things. For justifying this we’re more comfortable because we can 

consider the external forces. So we have: 

The forces in a system of matters are changing with and between each two matters. 

So the recharging the initial forces are more important here because this is 

possible that at every time the matters positions change and of course for don’t let 

it at the all it should get a force (for following the first Newton’s law) 

So we write again (for a material system): 

The force and motion are depending on each other in material system 
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2. This method is almost like the first method and is about the not changing the 

angular or the leaner momentum. 

We know that the momentums of a close system should be constant and for this, we 

can infer that when a thing in a system moves, all of the material’s system try 

automatically to save the momentum as a constant and we can infer that by 

changing the position a thing in a system we can change automatically the other 

subject’s positions and for not changing the initial force the system should 

substitute the free space with exerting a force(for not changing). 

3. Another reason is about not considering the produced force as another force 

and we should take them as a force. This justification is so clearly because by 

changing the force we’ll infer the velocity or positions changing as the initial   

(entered) force value so also and again we can write: 

The force and motion are depending on each other in a unit close system (and 

the force and motion can change to each other) 

4. … 
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FIGURES table 

 

Here for fig.1 we assume the (�
) as the radius of the circle for 

our discussion.  

 

 

In Fig.2 we can get the geometrical communications between 

two (¬) s. 

Fig.2 

 

                                      In this figure we can see the frequency of the wave. Fig.3  


